In this paper an attempt has been made to investigate the velocity profile of unsteady laminar flow of incompressible viscous fluid. The method of separation of variable is used to determine the solutions of the governing differential equations. Time varying pressure gradient is considered for poiseuille flow. The velocity profiles for the various types of flow are shown by the figures.
Introduction
The steady and unsteady flow of viscous incompressible fluid between two parallel plates with constant pressure gradient have been presented in the standard books of Bachelor [1] , Chorlton [2] , Lamb [4] , Landau & Lifshitz [5] , Milne Thomson [6] , Pai [7] , and others. In describing the unsteady flow of viscous fluid between two parallel plates Sengupta, Rahman & Kandar [9] have considered time varying pressure gradients. In [9] Laplace transformation is used to determine the solutions of the differential equations. In this paper an attempt has been made to study the velocity profile of various types of unsteady two dimensional flow of incompressible viscous fluid between two parallel plates. In describing time varying pressure gradient for poiseuille flow some suitable functions are considered here. A special case is considered in this paper. Crank Nicholson method is used to determine the figures of the special case.
Mathematical formulation
Equation for conservation of mass:
Equation for in conservation of momentum:
and in y-direction 
Eq. (7) 
Boundary conditions:
and initially when
(11)
We choose a nonlinear function of time as
For the above function, we have 
Applying the boundary condition in (13), we have We choose a function for which the pressure gradient varies as a periodic function of time, i. e.
To solve the above equation we consider the following three cases: (24)
Velocity profile in this case is given by the Fig-5 . 
Velocity profile in this case is given by the Fig-6 . 
Finally, using Jacobi's iteration formula we have the following velocity profile given by 
Results and discussion
It is clear from the Fig-1, Fig-2, Fig-3 and Fig-7 that the velocity profiles are very similar to the parabolic nature of the flow, firstly starts with zero velocity and then gradually increases and attain a maximum velocity. From Fig-1 to Fig-3 it is clear that the velocity profiles depend on the Reynolds number and the velocity increases with the increasing value of Reynolds number.
